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Abstract

adversely affecting existing connections [2], [3], [4], [8],
[9]. At this point, even with traffic shaping, ATM networks
do not automatically meet the performance requirements set
forth in the traffic contract. A potential problem in the ATM
networks may be the contention in the switch caused by either a long term or a short term congestion. The first is
caused by more incoming traffic than the network can handle, while the second is caused by burstiness in the traffic.
In this context, congestion control makes a great contribution for a stable and efficient operation of an ATM network.
There are several different mechanisms to avoid congestion:
admission control, rate-based control, and resource reservation. In this context, a congestion control through adequate
buflering, is becoming particularly signi’ficant to minimize
the probability of cell-loss and cell delay. This is because,
unlike the deterministic multiplexing where each connection is allocated its peak bandwidth, statistical multiplexing
allows several connections which might be very bursty at
times, to share the same link based on their traffic characteristics in the hope that statistically they will not all burst,
at the same time. However, congestion still happens when
multiple cells blasting away at the peak rate simultaneously
through different incoming links attempt to reach the same
outgoing link during the same cell slot time. In this case,
only one cell is allowed to go through the network while
the others must be stored in buffers. At this time, a switch
buffering strategy as well as the buffer size become important because buffers are required to secure low cell-loss rate
by providing a place to guard against cell-loss when the
switch is overloaded with em bursty traffic. The choice
of either of them can have a dramatic effect on the performance of the switch. If cell-loss is experienced due to
overflowing buffers, this will introduce a degradation in the
overall system performance. In this paper, the design of a
adaptive buffer allocation through virtual partitioning , is
proposed. Comparisons to the static buffer allocation strategy, via simulations, show significant improvement in QoS.

Efficient and fair use of buffer space in ATM switch is
essential to gain high throughput and low cell-loss performance from the network. A shared buffer architecture associated with threshold based virtual partition among output
ports is proposed. Thresholds are updated based on trajfic
characteristics on each outgoing link, so as to adapt to traf$c loads. System behavior under varying trafJic patterns is
investigated via simulation. Cell loss rate is the quality of
service(QoS) measure that is used in this paper The study
shows that the threshold based adaptive buffer allocation
scheme ensures,fair share of the buffer space even under
bursty loading conditions.
Key Words:
ATM switch, adaptive threshold updating, cell-loss, quality
of service.

1 Introduction
The recent emergence of Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) technology provides a unique opportunity to become a driving technology for high speed communication
platforms, with line speeds that will scale to interfaces in
the gigabit range. Since an ATM based switch has the ability to intermix all classes of traffic (voice, video, data),
with different latency and delay constraints each, on the
same transmission and switching fabric, with a guaranteed
QoS, it provides an ideal platform for supporting multimedia based services.
To achieve this QoS, a trafJic contract is secured between
the host and the network in which the host informs the network of its anticipated traffic characteristics such as a peak
and an average data rate, a maximum delay, and a cell-loss
probability in each direction of the requested connection
upon an initial set-up [5]. The network then takes these
traffic parameters and available resources into account in allocating its resources to satisfy the host’s requests without
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2

Design Objectives of Adaptive Buffer Allocation

traffic, its burstiness and variability combine to pose difficulties in distributing the fixed size buffers. Therefore, in
a statistical multiplexing environment with heterogeneous
traffic, before ending up with an optimal threshold, it is
quite important to define a congestion detection criteria
for adaptive threshold updating. The complexity and the
performance of the switch mechanism play a critical role in
such a preventive congestion control. Several attributes on
each outgoing link are taken into account in our algorithm
that detects the congestion and updates the corresponding
threshold. The threshold updating processes obtain and use
the following attributes :
In-use bandwidth ( i.e. the effective bandwidth of the arriving cells),
In-use bandwidth ofdistinct QoS (e.g. real-time traffic) ,
Available buffer space on the corresponding logical queue,
The latest updated cell arrival rate destined to the corresponding output port.
The first two attributes show the anticipated volume as well
as the QoS requirement of the incoming traffic on each outgoing link in general, while the last two reveal the realtime evolution state of the switch. This information, gives a
heuristic measure of the traffic in the near future. Threshold
updating decision will be based on this prediction. The updating processes for thresholds are efficient in the sense that
the four attributes can all be easily retrieved, and it doesn’t
involve complicated calculation. Therefore it causes little
latency over the network.

Under bursty traffic, statistical multiplexing of ATM
cells will lead to severe cell-loss. Due to high cost of large
buffers, which causes excessive cell delay and switch cost,
an appropriate number of buffers are allocated in a switch
and we seek an optimal utilization of them. The goal is
to accommodate more incoming traffic cells from various
sources and smooth out the burst arrival rate while limiting
the overhead of the switch within a predetermined size. To
achieve this, a feasible solution is to use a adaptive buffering strategy which applies a threshold based sharing policy
to the buffers and a priority based cell pushed-outpolicy to
either buffered cells or incoming cells.
Choice of a Threshold: There are a number of buffer
sharing schemes that have been investigated, namely, (1)
complete sharing where all cells are accommodated if the
storage space is not full, (2) complete partitioning where
the entire space is divided permanently to all output ports
(this is equivalent to output queuing), (3) partial sharing
or partial partitioning where a number of buffers are always reserved while the rest are partitioned among the output ports [I]. Given the scenario of a bursty traffic where
the aggregated cell arrival rate exceeds the link transmission
rate, the shared buffers in the switch are quickly filled making cell-loss unavoidable. This raises the following question: how to choose the cells to be dropped, while keeping fairness of cell-loss among all output ports when switch
buffer is full’? Under symmetric trafJic (equal traffic on all
ports), it has been proved that the optimal sharing policy in
shared memory switches with two output ports is the “pushout” type with threshold type (POT) [l]. In other words,
whenever the buffer is not full, an incoming cell should be
accepted, and once it is full, a cell of type l(or a cell of
type 2) is allowed in the switch and a cell of type 2(or a cell
of type 1) is pushed-out, if the number of type l(or type
2) cells is below some threshold, say Tl, (or T2 for type
2), where Tl + T2 = buffer size. Under asymmetric traffit, however, for a N-ported system, the optimal policy is
still an open question. With this in mind, we are motivated
to impose a threshold on buffer allocation to logical output
queues, thus preventing one queue from draining out all of
the spaces while having very low throughput due to smaller
buffers on other outgoing links [4].
Intuitively, the threshold itself should be dynamically
changing, unlike static partitioning, for the sake of adapting to different mixes of incoming traffic. As described
previously, some kinds of traffic applications such as video
and audio are very sensitive to delay and cell loss. Under a
bursty condition, the more traffic of such types the switch
can accommodate, the better the quality of service will be.
However, the statistical nature of the significant part of the

3

Adaptive Buffer Threshold Updating

Using OPNET package by Mil 3 Inc.[b], a simulation
model has been built to investigate the proposed method.
OPNET provides a very sophisticated software package capable of supporting simulation and performance evaluation of communication networks. An example of a typical source mode model in ATM is shown in Figure 1. We
next present our proposed adaptive buffer threshold algorithm and then show simulation results with OPNET. The
study focuses on the ATM switch process residing in the
ATM Switch module, the goal is to explore a heuristic
buffer management control scheme to ensure the maximum
throughput within a limited buffer capacity. Without generality loss we restrict our study to a buffer shared by realtime and non-real-time traffic. Our solution is to accommodate more cells of the traffic consists of dynamically sharing
the limited buffer space among all output ports while maintaining logically separated output queues in the switch. The
OPNET standard ATM model component, i.e. the ATM
switch process, which is implemented by a static buffer allocating strategy, is obviously not suitable for our use from
this point of view.
The general policies of the threshold adaptation strategy
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are:
(i) First In First Out (FIFO) policy is enforced at all times.
(ii) Real-time and nonreal-time cells have equal chances to
be transmitted over an outgoing link from the corresponding output port.
(iii) Thresholds of the logical queues for all output ports
are equally assigned in the initialization phase.
(iv) Every A4 time slots, thresholds are updated.
(v) Any excess of buffer space from any logical queue goes
to the shared buffer pool.
(vi) A Cell-Accommodation-Rule (CAR) is applied whenever a cell arrives at the switch.
In addition to the adapting thresholds, a CAR is needed to
make use of the thresholds. When the buffer pool is not
full, any incoming cell should be accepted else a selective
cell-admission/cell-drop mechanism is enforced. With the
assumptions (iv) and (v), this algorithm is able to dynamically adapt the traffic and keep fair cell loss among all output ports. This algorithm differs from the static algorithm,
in that cell buffering depends on thresholds of output ports
and not on the fixed length of each output queue; any buffer
space in the buffer pool is potentially going to be occupied
by cells destined to various outgoing links. Therefore, there
is no dedicated use of buffer space any more.
With these policies, our algorithm is able to dynamically
adapt the traffic and maintain fair cell-loss among all output ports. To measure and predict the incoming traffic the
four aforementioned attributes are identified on any outgoing link i (we assume that the total number of links is n).
1. m,i = in-use bandwidth of the non-real-time traffic and
“i=e’ where n is the number of links.
2. mUi ‘=lin-use bandwidth of the real-time traffic and
&=.G, where 72 is the number of links.
3. mbi = the reciprocal of the available buffer space of the
corresponding logical and Bi = mbi/ c,“=, mbi. (Note,
mbi = 0 if available buffer space is less than/equal to 0).
4. rnli = the updated short-term cell-arrival rate destined to
corresponding output port and Li = rnlil c,“=, rnli
For i = 1, . . , n, the weights of each traffic attribute
are Wil,...,Wi4, where cjZ1 wij = 1. Thus, the new
threshold Ri of logical queue i for the outgoing link i is
adjusted by the following formula:
Ri = Sbuff * (Xi/ cj”=, X,), where SbUff is the size of
the shared buffer space, and Xi = Ai * Wi1 + Ui * Wiz +
Bi * Wi, + Li * W~J .
Exception cases happen when there is no incoming traffic or no call being set up during certain threshold updating
interval time at all output ports (or over all outgoing links).
The following polices are used to deal with these cases:
1. Let Ki be any one of A, U, B and L, and let k be any
one of a, IL, b or 1. If Ki = cj”=, mkj = 0, then the corresponding Ki is assigned the value 0.

2. If cj”=, Xj= 0, then the thresholds of the logical queues
for all output ports are equally assigned.
3. If any X’, = 0, then the threshold R, is assigned a
default share of SbUff, and the rest of the buffer space,
Sbvff = Sbvff - Ri, is distributed by the above formula.
If the length of the logical queue, where the cell is
headed to, is within its threshold, we term it conforming
queue (Qc) (else nonconforming queue (Qnc)). The CellDelay-Variation (CDV) is a parameter showing how much
the eels are delayed than the nominal interval [5]. When the
entire buffer pool is full a new cell is buffered by dropping
one buffered cell from either Qnc or Qc, The selection policy is listed as follows in descending priority:
(i) A cell from either Qnc or Qc whose CVD exceeds the
tolerable limit. (ii) A nonreal-time cell from a Qnc queue,
if its position exceeds the threshold of its queue. (iii) If
there are nonreal-time cells in the same queue, then the lastin nonreal-time cell is dropped. (iv) A real-time cell from a
Qnc queue, if its position exceeds the threshold of its queue.
(v) If the new arrival is a nonreal-time cell, it gets dropped
immediately. (vi) If the new arrival is a real-time cell, it
either is dropped immediately, if no nonreal-time cell exists in all queues, or replaces the last-in nonreal-time cell in
some other Qnc queue.

4 Simulation Study

Fig. 1 shows a typical ATM network source node model.
Fig. 2 shows the topmost layer of an ATM network model
constructed by integrating one traffic source node(f_0) and
three sink nodes(f_1, f-2, f-3). Each sink node has its own
unique ATM network address as its node serial number in
the network. The traffic source generates either real-time
or nonreal-time traffic destined to one sink nodes. Like the
parameter used in [7], the link rates still have been set to
5 1.84 Mbitslsec, which corresponds to STS- I.

TSi= traffic source i, TC = Traffic Characteristics,
lop4
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sense of low cell-loss. Under a heavy traffic load, the frequency of the threshold updating plays a critical role in
gaining higher throughput and in maintaining fair cell-loss
among all output ports.
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Table 1. Traffic parameters.
Let SBS = Switch buffer size , RT= Real-time Traffic,
NRT= nonreal-time Traffic, OP_ST= Output Port i =,
1,2,3 (static buffering) buffer space, SBP-DB = Shared
Buffer Pool (adaptive buffering), Table 2 shows the buffer
allocation in each strategy.
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Figure 1. A typical source node model in an ATM network
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Figure 2. An ATM network model used in the simulation
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Figure 3. Cell loss in the static buffering algorithm
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